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Abstract— Green home renovation is a socio-technical process 
involving homeowners and professionals. Homeowners 
undertaking a green renovation encounter unfamiliar terms and 
must navigate potentially conflicting information from different 
sources.  These challenges prevent some homeowners from being 
fully engaged in the renovation process, which can lead to less 
than optimal homeowner satisfaction and failure to use green 
features to their greatest extent. This paper details the 
information requirements of homeowners, drawing on seven 
interviews that were conducted with those who have done a green 
home renovation.  We put forward suggestions that can be used 
to improve the green home design process, contributing to higher 
uptake, more satisfied homeowners, and more environmentally 
friendly use of renovated homes. We also conclude that there is a 
need for homeowners to be contributors to the knowledge base 
surrounding green renovations. Finally, we propose a model for 
an ICT platform to satisfy the needs identified in our research. 

 
Index Terms— Green, home, renovation, requirements, 

information 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The UN Environmental Program estimates that buildings 

contribute roughly one third of all global greenhouse gas emis-
sions, primarily through the consumption of energy during their 
operational lifetimes [1]. As the lifetime of existing building 
stock extends for decades to centuries, reducing the energy 
consumption of existing buildings is a vital strategy for tack-
ling climate change. 

In the ICT sector, a common response to this challenge is to 
develop technologies for the ‘smart’ home, using the potential 
of home automation and network-enabled devices to optimize 
energy consumption. In government policy analysis, the focus 
tends to be on finding the appropriate financial incentives to 
persuade homeowners to improve insulation, switch to high 
efficiency heating and lighting systems, and install micro-scale 
renewable energy generation, such as solar panels. 

But few people ask what homeowners themselves need. 
Currently, very few homeowners engage in renovation aimed at 
making their homes greener, or even include environmental 
considerations when undertaking renovations for other reasons. 
We argue that engaged homeowners are an essential element in 
encouraging broader uptake of green renovations, and that 
techniques adapted from requirements engineering and partici-

patory design, harnessed in an ICT platform, offer a significant 
potential to achieve this engagement [2]. 

This paper reports the results of an initial study of the moti-
vations of and barriers faced by homeowners who choose to 
undertake green renovation, which is a renovation process 
aimed at transforming the home into a building that is envi-
ronmentally sustainable throughout its remaining lifecycle.  
Green building generally requires considering energy efficien-
cy, water conservation, waste and pollution reduction, and re-
sponsible materials [3]. Our research questions are focused on 
eliciting homeowners’ requirements for green home renova-
tion, especially their information needs: 

1) What motivates homeowners to choose green home reno-
vation projects? 

2) What criteria do homeowners use in their decision-
making, both in the choice of which professionals to work with 
and in the design choices they make for their homes? 

3) What information do homeowners currently use during 
the planning and implementation of green home renovations, 
and where do they get it from? 

4) What information needs are currently unmet? 
We conducted seven semi-structured interviews with 

homeowners who have completed a green renovation. We 
wanted to know if homeowners were getting the information 
they need to do a renovation that fits with their values.  We 
discovered that as important as it is for homeowners to have 
meaningful access to the right information, it is also important 
for them to be generating knowledge, contributing to the 
knowledge base surrounding green renovations. Based on our 
findings, we propose a model for an ICT platform that can help 
engage homeowners by giving them greater access to reliable 
information and providing a means for them to contribute to the 
knowledge base. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In his paper, Jakob [4] explains the importance of under-

standing the legal and economic drivers promoting or prevent-
ing green renovations. Governments that understand these 
drivers can design policies that will encourage sustainable ren-
ovations. Jakob’s analysis revealed that high upfront costs are a 
barrier to green renovations. Maller, Horne, and Dalton [5] also 
discuss how financial incentives encourage individuals to make 
sustainable renovation choices.  
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Connolly and Prothero [6] discuss how an individual’s 
sense of personal responsibility for environmental problems 
contributes to feelings of empowerment, leading to the desire to 
undergo a green renovation. However, individuals can be un-
certain about specific renovation choices, particularly if they 
are unfamiliar with the technical aspects involved in home ren-
ovations. 

Berry [7] makes a connection between building design and 
requirements engineering, and describes the similarities be-
tween house and software requirements engineering, including 
“the importance of the client understanding the plans/ specifi-
cations in validating that the plans/specifications capture 
his/her intent”, and “the usefulness of a model/prototype in the 
client’s understanding of the plans/specification.” 

Homeowner engagement in the green renovation process is 
important. Weeks et al. [8] describe 8 stages of increasing 
homeowner engagement, and present a set of ICT tools to help 
move them through the stages. Their subsequent paper [9] fo-
cuses on specific measures to move homeowners from the 
stage of evaluating expert advice to making home improve-
ments. Massung et al. [10] reach similar conclusions to Weeks 
et al. on the obstacles that prospective green renovators need to 
overcome, and present a smartphone application focused on 
open-home events to mitigate some of these barriers.  

Carroll and Rosson [11] identify two propositions involved 
in participatory design. The first, a moral proposition, states 
that “users have a right to be directly included in the process of 
design.” The second, pragmatic, proposition states that “direct-
ly including the users’ input will increase the chances of a suc-
cessful design outcome.” These design ideas are radical in that 
they “challenge commonly-held beliefs about the role of a de-
signer as a professional” [12], especially in an industry like 
building design that has well-defined and rigid roles for profes-
sionals.  

The green renovation design process would benefit from 
these “radical” participatory design ideas. Presenting infor-
mation to homeowners in a manner calculated to engage them 
in the design process will improve enthusiasm for and uptake 
of green buildings. By learning how to effectively engage 
homeowners in the process, we can increase the environmental 
benefit of green renovations, the satisfaction of homeowners, 
and enthusiasm for future green building projects.  

III. METHODOLOGY 
To understand the information needs of homeowners, we 

focused on those who have recently completed green renova-
tions. The lead author reached out to a green renovation com-
pany in Toronto, Canada, to provide access to recent custom-
ers. Seven interviews were conducted with a total of ten people. 
Six of these interviews were with former clients of this green 
renovation company, and one interview was with someone who 
had done their own renovation.  

Participants were asked questions about their home and the 
renovation process. An interview guide with a series of ques-
tions was used to start a conversation, but the interview itself 
was open-ended. Questions asked covered reasons for choosing 
the renovation company, how important sustainability is to 

them, information sources available before and during the ren-
ovation, how much feedback they were invited to give, the per-
ceived “green-ness” of each renovation decision, and return on 
investment. The interviews were recorded and transcribed for 
analysis. Interviewees checked the transcripts for accuracy. 

Interview transcripts were coded via an open iterative cod-
ing strategy inspired by grounded theory techniques. As the 
codes emerged we looked for common patterns and themes. 
The concepts presented in this paper emerged from the data; 
they were not pre-supposed by the authors. 

IV. SUSTAINABILITY 
Homeowners can have a diversity of priorities or values 

when planning sustainable renovations, and understanding 
these will clarify homeowners’ information needs. This sec-
tion will detail the values interviewed homeowners identified 
as important.  

All interviewees stated that sustainability was important to 
them, and that they wanted to work with professionals who 
felt strongly about completing a renovation sustainably: 

The vision of the business attracts customers, and [profes-
sional] seemed to have a good vision. (Interview 4) 

I felt very comfortable…with [renovation company] from 
the beginning, and we in fact shared their values when it 
came to environmental things. So I think that those are the 
things that really made us choose them. (Interview 6) 

 
For all interviewees, sustainability included energy effi-

ciency.  For certain homeowners it also included waste diver-
sion, sourcing local materials, and use of non-toxic materials.  

 
1) Waste Diversion 

All interviewees mentioned their appreciation of their reno-
vation company’s policy on waste diversion and reusing mate-
rials. One homeowner noted that a previous contractor she had 
worked with insisted they demolish the house to build a bigger 
house in its place, as it would be cheaper than renovating: 

...we don’t need a bigger house...That’s just more space 
than we need, and it’s going to consume more energy. And I 
hate the idea of throwing out stuff that’s perfectly good into 
the waste just because it’s cheaper…  (Interview 3) 
 
Many homeowners appreciated that their renovation com-

pany deliberately sifted through the rubble created by the reno-
vation to reuse as much as possible (by selling copper pipes, 
using scrap pieces of wood for framing, donating old fixtures, 
etc.). One homeowner even made his flooring choice based on 
a company’s reuse policy: 

…I picked a company...who makes a cork floor, because 
they have a program saying whenever you’re done, just let 
us know and we’ll unclick your floor and we’ll give it to 
habitat for humanity. So that’s great, this gets another life. 
(Interview 2) 
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A few interviewees lamented the increasing trend towards a 
“throwaway society”, explaining that for them, sustainability 
involves investing in quality materials, and not throwing away 
items that are still functional. 

 
2) Sourcing Local Materials 

Interviewees wanted to use local materials, to contribute to 
their local economy and reduce the carbon footprint associated 
with transporting materials over long distances. 

The sourcing of that product - how was it made, where was 
it made, how far is it coming. Those are all a factor be-
cause they all bring up your carbon output. We tried to get 
local as much as we could. (Interview 7) 

...this is really local stuff. It’s made here in Canada. What 
other things do you buy in life that have such local impact? 
(Interview 4) 

...ultimately we chose a sustainable wood product from 
Quebec. That was the other thing [renovation company] 
talked about, getting stuff that was made here rather than 
having to import it from either the United States or very far 
away. (Interview 6) 
 

3) Healthy Materials 
Every interviewee mentioned using healthy or non-toxic 

materials in the building.  For many interviewees, this practice 
was an integral part of sustainable building. One interviewee 
was adamant about not bringing “nasty chemicals” into her 
home. A number of interviewees had a specific preference for 
using sealants, glues, and paints that are not off-gassing. 
Healthy materials were also linked in at least one homeowner’s 
mind with return on investment: she believed that the health 
features in her home could be attractive to potential buyers. 

I think the health features we have in this home will make it 
a big selling point. I think those are easy to sell...Our home 
has no allergens, no toxic chemicals; we’ve never used a 
toxic chemical to clean...This is a very healthy home, and I 
think that’s easy to project to a buyer…  (Interview 5) 

V. DESIRED OUTCOMES 
This section will detail the desired renovation outcomes as 

stated by interviewees. In general, homeowners were interested 
in comfort, affordability, and return on investment. 

A. Comfort 
Improved home comfort and aesthetics is one of the main 

desired outcomes in a renovation, and factors into homeown-
ers’ decisions. Every interviewee identified comfort as im-
portant to them, many noting that their home was more com-
fortable after renovating. One couple noted that their home 
before the renovation had very little insulation, and after insu-
lating: 

…it’s a much, much cozier house. In the middle of winter if 
it’s a sunny day the sun’s coming in through our nice big 
south-facing window, you don’t have to have the furnace 
on. It’s cozy, it’s warm. (Interview 3) 

 
Another interviewee noticed that her home had become 

more comfortable because of the consistent temperature: 

...we can go anywhere in the house and it’s the same tem-
perature. There’s no, the basement’s freezing and the up-
stairs back wall is cold. (Interview 4) 
 
For some, comfort was a factor when deciding on materials. 

Some interviewees decided on cork floors over other options 
based on comfort. 

B. Affordability 
Home renovations can be expensive, and finding affordable 

options is important to many homeowners. Every interviewee 
mentioned affordability as a factor in their decision-making 
process. Interviewees believed that the general public has the 
impression that green homes are necessarily more expensive. 
While this impression was not shared the interviewed home-
owners, many of them forewent certain green features that they 
wanted to incorporate into their ideal home, because they did 
not fit the budget. Examples include alternative forms of insu-
lation, such as straw-bale construction or denim, and environ-
mentally friendly energy/heat sources, such as solar panels or 
geothermal. 

Many interviewees mentioned that they used professionals’ 
guidance to help them save money. Professionals can present 
options to homeowners, describe advantages and disad-
vantages, and estimate costs. One couple described their appre-
ciation for this professional guidance. They had access to tiles 
at-cost, and wanted to use them for their kitchen floor. Howev-
er, their renovation company convinced them to go with cork 
floor, because although the material cost would be higher, the 
labour-intensive process for installing tile would result in a 
much higher overall cost. In some cases where the homeowners 
had done their own research and found a material, their con-
tractor was able to provide an alternative that fit their needs 
better and was more affordable; this required the contractor to 
be aware of the homeowners’ goals and requirements. 

A few of the interviewees took advantage of the ecoEnergy 
program, a (now discontinued) government program providing 
grants to retrofit homes to be more energy-efficient. For some 
homeowners, the fact that they would be getting some money 
back from the government helped justify the cost of renovation 
activities. However, as one interviewee noted, it is not just the 
dollar value of the rebate that makes a difference: 

I think it’s just the fact that the government is encouraging 
this, it sort of legitimizes that direction. Because a rebate 
usually has some advertising with it, it’s just more in the 
public eye, that maybe I should be doing this to my house. 
And then whether you actually apply for the [rebate] or 
not, it may influence your design decisions. (Interview 4) 
 

C. Return on Investment 
Return on investment (ROI) was not something that renova-

tion companies discussed with the interviewees. The main pre-
dictor of how important ROI was to a homeowner was the 
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length of time they believed they would stay in the house.  For 
those who saw themselves staying in the home for the rest of 
their lives, ROI at time of sale was a non-factor: 

It wasn’t a major driving force for why we did the renova-
tion, saving money…because we knew we were going to 
live here for quite a long time...There were a couple of 
times when [the architects] were trying to advise us on 
things for resale value and we were like no, it’s not a fac-
tor. (Interview 3) 

…we decided we would stay here for the rest of our lives. If 
you’ve got someone who knows they’re going to move in 10 
years, then the incentive to do a good job is very low. So 
then your return on investment becomes enormous, that’s a 
huge part of the decision-making. (Interview 4) 

 
Conversely, for those who did not plan on staying in their 

home long-term, ROI was a decisive factor in determining the 
scale of the renovation: 

…we’re not long-term purchasers...I would have done 
more, but I wouldn’t have done a deep energy retrofit, 
simply because this isn’t our home forever…we would have 
never recouped the ROI. (Interview 5) 

 
Aside from looking to a future sale of the home, some 

homeowners were concerned about the ongoing usage cost of 
green features, and how long it might take them to get an ROI 
on the given feature: 

I was looking at the payback period [of a given feature], 
and I was also looking at the upfront cost...It became a 
combination of how much benefit something would provide 
in that 10-year span - ideally 5-year, actually...So, I re-
member when I looked at geothermal, it would take me a 
very long time to pay that back. (Interview 2) 
 
Another homeowner expected that, in her real estate mar-

ket, the value of her house would increase regardless of renova-
tion activities, making ROI considerations less important. 

Thus, while comfort and affordability were key concerns 
for all homeowners, ROI’s relevance to decision making varied 
depending on both the homeowners’ planned residence and 
beliefs about market trends and the inherent value-increase in a 
renovated home. 

 
*** 

 
Comfort, affordability, and ROI were considered separately 

at certain points of the interviews, but it became apparent that 
these factors are also tightly linked for homeowners, whose 
decision-making process involves trade-offs between the three.  
For one interviewee, comfort was as or more important than 
ROI: 

...I have a green roof that was just purely something I 
wanted to do, and enjoy. Or like the drainage on the prop-
erty. There’s no payback for that kind of stuff, but it’s com-

fort. And we enjoy the garden upstairs, and it has an aes-
thetic value. It’s more about that warm fuzzy feeling than 
anything else. (Interview 2) 

 
Some homeowners sacrificed features that could increase 

ROI for comfort, a decision often correlated to the length of 
intended stay in the home: 

There were a couple of times where [the architects] were 
like “You should really keep a bathtub in your bathroom 
for resale value.” And I was like “Well, we’re going to be 
here for the next 50 years and we’d much rather have a 
nice large walk-in shower...So, no, get rid of the tub, it’s 
just going to crowd the bathroom.” (Interview 3) 

 

D. Environmental Role Models 
Some interviewees attached importance to serving as a role 

model to friends, family, and neighbours. 

I realized that I needed to start with myself - I couldn’t step 
up on a soapbox and say everyone needs to be doing some-
thing about it when I wasn’t. So I started this blog and I 
didn’t want it to be accusatory or anything like that - I 
wanted it to be attractive. So it is very light-hearted and 
hopefully I inspire my friends and my family and anybody 
else who is reading my blog to take action as well. (Inter-
view 1) 

 
For interviewees who saw themselves as role models (and 

who would be classified as “validators” on the scale presented 
by Weeks et al. [8]), this self-perception was an integral part of 
their broader commitment to environmental responsibility; they 
felt it important that their home not only serve them, but also 
demonstrate to others that going green need not be expensive or 
unrealistic.  Many interviewees framed their own green renova-
tion project in the context of changes that need to occur in soci-
ety. 

With climate change, I believe people have to do what they 
can to reduce the greenhouse gas impact…if you can afford 
to do it and reduce greenhouse gas impact, that would be 
the first choice. You can’t let your finances outrun your 
ideals, but the finances you do spend should be spent in a 
way that improves the planet, if it also meets your aesthetic 
objectives. (Interview 4) 

VI. INFORMATION SOURCES 
We now turn to the sources of information currently availa-

ble to homeowners, how homeowners felt about these sources, 
and what could be improved in presenting information to 
homeowners. 

Homeowners are generally not trained in building science, 
construction methods, energy analysis, etc. How information is 
presented to these homeowners will determine how comforta-
ble they are in getting involved in the renovation process. 

Currently the information available to homeowners is de-
rived from many sources, and is not always accessible. Some 
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interviewees expressed frustration with the complexity of the 
information: 

So overall I’m happy about what we were able to achieve, 
but sometimes you think you need an engineering degree if 
you really want to read and understand the information. 
(Interview 7) 
 
One interviewee found it difficult to compare items he had 

researched: 

I’d say the hardest stuff was finding comparative infor-
mation, because the problem with a lot of the products is 
they aren’t apples to apples. (Interview 2) 
 
Another interviewee felt that there was not enough reliable 

information from authoritative sources: 

It’s like all information - there’s too much of it, and there’s 
not enough clarity on how to know if something is written 
by professionals or by hysterical people. (Interview 5) 
 
Most respondents noted that through the renovation pro-

cess, they had become significantly more knowledgeable about 
renovations, materials, and building science. Many spent sever-
al hours doing their own research, developing expertise in cer-
tain areas. One interviewee even made a career out of healthy 
sealants after her own renovation, because she had gained so 
much expertise. 

...it became necessary for me to sign up for things like the 
professional subscriptions...because there’s a lot of hysteria 
and bullshit out there, but I was able to sift through it. It 
took me so long that I actually made a career of it. That’s 
how much effort it was. I got myself certified as a sustaina-
ble building advisor because there is a lot of information 
out there, and a lot of it is questionable…And so much con-
flicting advice… [I]t takes time and experience to put it all 
together and realize how all the different pieces interact 
with one another, and how that can make a really big dif-
ference. And there’s very little out there that actually does 
that.  (Interview 5) 

 

A. Professionals  
Professionals have expertise and can provide guidance to 

homeowners on home design, materials, and cost saving. If 
homeowners and professionals have a good working relation-
ship, there is mutual trust and effective communication. This 
section will focus on professionals as an information source, 
and how the advice provided could be improved. 

 
1) Guidance 

Professionals can give guidance on materials choice, cost 
saving, how to analyze how “green” a product really is, and 
how the house works as a system. 

a) Affordability 
Professionals can advise homeowners on how to save mon-

ey. Homeowners rely on professionals to have a broad 

knowledge of different available products, including affordable 
alternatives: 

...I think it’s great if you can get a contractor in there who 
is educated enough, and could go ‘Actually, you could do 
this, and it’ll actually save you money’, or ‘It’s not that 
more expensive.’ So you can have someone in there who 
can actually educate people. (Interview 1) 
 
Sometimes renovation projects go over budget. When un-

expected expenses prevent homeowners from completing the 
renovations as planned, professionals can help prioritize and re-
plan: 

When we had to scale back...[renovation company] would 
give us feedback when we told them what we wanted, and 
they would say ‘This will be more expensive,’ or ‘That will 
be less expensive,’...they were very conscious of our budget 
and were constantly showing us where we were on it… (In-
terview 6) 
 
b) Greenwashing 

“Greenwashing” is a term used in sustainability discourse 
to describe a product or practice that is marketed as environ-
mentally friendly, but whose positive environmental effects 
are, at best, negligible [13]. Homeowners are frequent targets 
of such marketing campaigns; without expertise they can have 
difficulty determining just how “green” a product is. A knowl-
edgeable professional can help guide homeowners to truly 
green choices.  

...there’s so many products that say they’re green, and even 
this first company we worked with, they would say things 
that were completely ridiculous, the amount of soy protein 
that’s in your spray foam insulation is a green fea-
ture...there’s certainly a lot of stuff out there that claims to 
be green, but just isn’t at all. So unless you have experience 
with the products, it’s not obvious right away sometimes. So 
that’s where [renovation company] can make those kinds of 
materials decisions, but I think if you were doing it yourself 
that would be harder. (Interview 3) 

…there’s a lot of other things out there. And some of them 
you don’t even know if it’s greenwash. That’s another rea-
son we hired [professional], I’ll ask “Is this just green-
wash, or does this really mean anything?” (Interview 7) 
 
c) House as a System 

Most professionals understand that the house is a system, 
consisting of complex interactions of different components. It 
can be difficult to predict how a change in one part of the sys-
tem can affect the house as a whole. For some homeowners this 
can be daunting: 

Some of the passive heating and cooling stuff, we couldn’t 
get our heads around how it was all going to work together 
as a system. (Interview 3) 
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Many homeowners gained this understanding through the 
renovation process: 

…we began working with the architect. At the time I didn’t 
know about the integrated design process, which now I 
promote...until you start to see the whole house holistically, 
you just look for elements, like you think “I need a fur-
nace,”…But now I know after 6 years of researching and 
studying, had we done a little more about the envelope, I 
might have even been able to have a smaller more efficient 
furnace, and used that extra savings for something else. So 
those are the things you learn over time. I would say the in-
formation you find out there - very little of it takes a big 
picture approach. (Interview 5) 
 
This homeowner found herself getting bogged down in the 

huge amount of information available on small components of 
the system, when it would have been more helpful for her to 
learn how the house works as a system. Professionals can help 
provide homeowners with a holistic view of their home, and 
make recommendations that look at the big picture. 

 
2) Communication  

Good communication between homeowners and profes-
sionals is one of the most important factors in determining the 
success of a renovation.  

[Renovation company] really were very good communica-
tors. In-person, and by email. And you could even see the 
charts they had up every day that showed who was working 
on what, and where certain things were at. And that was a 
real change from previous contractors, where it was hard 
to get an answer. (Interview 3) 
 
Homeowners found that frequent communication online 

was important: 

Every day they had 2 or 3 photos of what happened that 
day…They would have regular updates and relate it to the 
budget that they started with. That weekly information is 
important to not have the project get out of hand. That you 
still are making decisions based on sound financial infor-
mation... (Interview 4) 
 
In some instances a breakdown of communication between 

professionals can cause issues, and the conflicting views of 
different experts can be confusing to homeowners: 

…the problem is the engineer does everything theoretically 
but has no practical experience. And you give it to someone 
who actually builds something and they’re like “What? 
That’s just not feasible…it’s going to cost a billion dollars 
and hours and labour, and it’s really not necessary.” (In-
terview 4) 
 

3) Trust 
Homeowners’ trust of professionals is based on a few fac-

tors. Most interviewees said they felt comfortable with the pro-

fessionals they worked with because of their knowledge base, 
treatment of employees, and billing method.  

...the way they bill too is nicer, they bill by the day, by the 
hour. So there’s no driving force for them to cut corners to 
make the job go faster. They work slower and get every-
thing done right...it felt transparent about what they were 
doing, we weren’t worried they were deliberately prolong-
ing things to make more money. We could really get a feel-
ing everyday of what they’ve been working on. (Interview 
3) 
 
While homeowners want to work with knowledgeable pro-

fessionals, they also want someone who can admit when they 
don’t know the answer to something: 

...once they proved to be open to admitting what they didn’t 
know, then I felt comfortable taking their recommendations 
pretty much at face value. And what I appreciated most in 
any of the supply chain was when people said “I’m not sure 
about that,” and I would go and research and figure it out 
and then come back and then we would have that conversa-
tion together. (Interview 5) 
 
Trust in professionals is not limited to the professionals on-

site during the renovation. One homeowner described his inter-
actions with manufacturers while doing research into materials: 

...it didn’t feel like there was enough third-party verifica-
tion on all that information. I just kind of had to take com-
panies’ words for it. (Interview 2) 
 

B. The Internet 
Homeowners often have to do their own research in the 

renovation process. Many interviewees used blogs to learn 
about other peoples’ experiences with their renovations. 

 Just a lot of blogs of other people that had done this. That 
was the major source, I’d say. There are a lot of people 
who had written about how they had done their green reno-
vation, and stuff they found important...the Internet is 
amazing, so you can always find someone that’s used [a 
certain product] before and try to find out…what their ex-
perience was. (Interview 3) 
 
A few homeowners used manufacturers’ websites to get 

product information, but it was not clear how reliable the in-
formation was, as there is no third-party verification. 

One interviewee noted that it was difficult to find sustaina-
ble products, and suggested that a database of green products or 
services would be very helpful for people looking to do green 
renovations. 

VII. DISCUSSION 
As pointed out by Weeks et al. [8], in order to fully engage 

homeowners in the design process, we need to think about their 
information requirements. This section will explain how those 
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requirements can be met, and the specific role ICT can play in 
meeting them more efficiently and effectively. 

The interviews demonstrated that unbiased, reliable infor-
mation, including from people who have already gone through 
green renovations, needs to be made accessible for homeown-
ers without any experience in building science. Homeowners 
should also have access to knowledgeable professionals who 
share their sustainability values. These conclusions about 
homeowners’ information requirements were not unexpected. 
What was noteworthy was the need for homeowners to con-
tribute to knowledge as well.    

Sustainability-minded homeowners want to feel that they 
are having a positive impact as environmental role models for 
friends, family and neighbours; but they can also feel they have 
an impact by contributing to a knowledge base. Several home-
owners who responded to the call for participants for this study 
expressed that they were eager to share their experiences in 
hopes that they could contribute to green research. Some of 
them also write blogs about their renovation experiences. These 
homeowners would be classified as “validators” on Weeks et 
al.’s [8] scale of engagement, those who have completed a 
green building project and “must be given a platform to display 
their accomplishments to other householders.” At least one 
homeowner, who became an expert on healthy sealants (Inter-
view 5), would be classified as a “master” on this scale. 

Many interviewees saw themselves as part of the renova-
tion team, communicating with professionals and doing re-
search on materials and products. In a few cases where home-
owners chose to work with a material that the renovation com-
pany had not used before, they felt they contributed to the ren-
ovation company’s knowledge base.  

There is room in this relationship for continuous and mutual 
learning. Homeowners learn about green renovation from pro-
fessionals, and professionals learn from their experiences work-
ing on different homes. By the same logic that informs infor-
mation exchange during the renovation process, if homeowners 
and professionals keep in touch after the renovation, home-
owners can continue to inform professionals about the use and 
performance of green features in their home, further contrib-
uting to expanding the knowledge base around green renova-
tions. Engaging homeowners in the design process not only 
benefits their project, but future projects as well, either through 
the homeowner sharing their experiences with others, or 
through the renovation company learning and adapting. The 
company can play a role in plugging homeowners into a com-
munity in which they can contribute as validators. 

ICT has the potential to make a great impact on green reno-
vation by contributing to the development of an information-
sharing community.  One model that could meet most of the 
information needs that emerged in this study – both homeown-
ers’ need to receive information before and during their own 
project, and their need to share information as validators and 
masters – would be an application or website specifically for 
green renovations, on which homeowners and professionals 
can contribute, pooling their experience with materials, pro-
cesses, systems, etc. The idea of using an app to contribute to 
retrofitting has been advanced by Massung et al. [10] in the 

context of open home events; this could be an important part of 
the proposed platform, which would also help capture and 
share the information described above. While a detailed elabo-
ration of such a platform is beyond the scope of this paper, a 
few specific contributions to homeowner values and infor-
mation requirements can be pinpointed: 
 

1. The platform could help address the problem of “au-
thoritative” information.  Product reviews would be 
linked to the profiles of the contractor, homeowner, 
etc., allowing the user to understand the perspective 
from which the product is being assessed, and decide 
whether this person’s appraisal is relevant.  The review 
of a homeowner who is a “master” on Weeks et al.’s 
[8] scale, for instance, could more easily be distin-
guished from an uninformed review than is possible 
using diffuse sources on the internet, where anony-
mous reviews may have little value.  Linking reviews 
to profiles, which could include detailed descriptions of 
homes, would also allow users to see how the product 
performed in a particular home context. In this way, 
the platform could provide a reliable, comprehensive 
database of green products and services, which one of 
our interviewees identified as a need. 

2. Contractors and homeowners could use the site to ad-
vertise materials and fixtures that are removed from a 
home during renovation, allowing others in their region 
to obtain them. This would greatly enhance homeown-
ers’ ability to satisfy the values of waste diversion and 
sourcing local materials, as well as helping with af-
fordability. Whereas currently, a homeowner hoping 
to obtain already-used materials for their home, or hop-
ing to divert some of the waste generated during their 
renovation, may have difficulty locating a party at the 
other end of the transaction, this application would 
make this much more simple. This simplicity would 
make more contractors open to the idea of waste diver-
sion as well, creating a greater pool of diverted materi-
al in a virtuous cycle. 

3. The platform could be used to mobilize the green home 
community, for instance in support of government pol-
icy (such as the (re)implementation of programs like 
ecoEnergy). The governments’ legislative support of 
green retrofitting not only eases the financial burden on 
homeowners taking this step, but creates a signal about 
societal priorities that can motivate homeowners.  Giv-
en the reality of how lobbies and interest groups dis-
proportionately impact the legislative process, the plat-
form’s potential to mobilize and organize a community 
in support of this kind of legislation could be of great 
value.  

4. Direct professional advice will remain crucial, since 
each home and every homeowner’s goals are unique.  
However, similarly to the diagnostic tool proposed by 
Weeks et al. as a means to engage homeowners at the 
“Evaluating Expert Advice” stage [8], the platform 
could help homeowners understand what questions to 
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ask the professional, what factors need to be taken into 
consideration, and what alternative ways of dealing 
with a particular issue have been used by other home-
owners. 

5. As more contractors, including those not currently 
green-focused, come to see this platform as a useful 
way to reach potential clients, they will through using 
it be exposed to a greater body of knowledge about 
green building, helping steer more construction com-
panies in this direction. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
When homeowners are engaged in the green renovation 

process, the results are beneficial to the homeowners, the pro-
fessionals they work with, and other homeowners contemplat-
ing a future green renovation. Homeowner engagement de-
pends on having access to reliable information presented in a 
way that allows them to complete a renovation that aligns with 
their sustainability values. They need to work with profession-
als who share their values, and they need to feel as if they are 
also contributing to a knowledge base that will help others. An 
ICT platform along the lines discussed in this paper may be a 
valuable contribution to the green building movement. 
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